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MONEY

There is a joke told about a thief who decided 

to rob a house one night. He broke in stealthily 

and after much effort found some expensive 

jewellery which he managed to pack into his 

bag. Just then he heard a voice, “Yossi is 

watching you, Yossi is watching you!” 

The thief froze scared out of his mind. He 

pointed his flashlight into the direction he 

heard the voice and saw a parrot.

“Yossi is watching you, Yossi is watching you!” 

The thief, with a relief started to laugh and 

asked the parrot “So who are you?” The Parrot 

responded “Moshe Moshe”. 

“And who’s the fool that named you Moshe 

anyway?” asked the thief.

“The same fool that named the Rottweiler 

standing behind you Yossi!”

Times are tough across the globe and theft 

has increased worldwide. What drives a thief’s 

lust? Why does he take the risk? How does the 
Torah view a thief and what is his punishment?

The Kohelet Rabah (1:13) states Ein Haadam 
Niftar Min Haolam Vechetsi Ta’avato Biyado – 
No one in this world achieves even half of that 
which he desires before passing away. Yesh 
Beyado Maneh Taavato Matayim - If he has 
100 Maneh (currency), he wants 200 Maneh. 
We never seem to be happy with what we 
achieve.

Rabbi Yonatan Eibshitz z’l notes, that on 
closer inspection the (above mentioned) 
sayings about human nature seem to have a 
percentage point contradiction between them. 

One aphorism states, “No person dies having 
fulfilled half of his desires.” 

The other claims, “If you have 100 you want 
200.”

One implies that a person may approach but 
never reaches 50% of his or her ambitions. 
The second places the dividing point at exactly 
50% implying you can achieve exactly half. So 
which is it? R Eibshitz reconciles the two with a 
fascinating insight into our nature.

King Solomon wrote, “Like a bird that strays 
from her nest so is a man that wanders from 
his place” (Mishlei 27:8). To the baby bird 
planted securely in her nest, the forest floor is 
a lure. Similarly the big city calls to the country 
youth. With one step too many the little fellow 
is out there. 
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Once down on the ground though, the 
proportions of the lurking dangers swell back 
to size. Suddenly, that defenceless creature 
with underdeveloped wings is in constant 
risk of being swallowed whole. Eventually she 
longs for the nurturing nest.

R Eibshitz explains that people’s lusts take on 
the same fate and in the above case; “The half 
that he doesn’t have is more-dear to him than 
the half that he does have.” 

Thus even though he has achieved 50% of 
his ambition, nevertheless in his eyes it is 
less then 50%. Now that he has achieved 
it, he turns to the 50% he has not achieved 
and gives greater value to that. A person who 
constantly pursues wealth will never truly feel 
fulfilled. Even when achieving his desired 

wealth, the lure for more will always provide 
a greater pull.

Our Parasha teaches that a thief who is caught 
must pay double the amount he has stolen. 
The Torah seems adamant to stamp out this 
vile sin, but why punish him by enforcing 
double payment?

The Kli Yakar (21:12) explains that the thief 
personifies lust. He is always chasing after 
money and wealth. He wasn’t satisfied with 
what he had, he craved to double his money – 
therefore as a punishment (Mida Kneged Mida 
– like for like) he is obliged to pay double.

This is also hinted via the word used for money 
– Mamon. The word Mamon is spelt with the 
letters Mem, Vav, Nun. When you spell these 

letters out they all begin and end with the 

same letter.

Thus one who steels Mamon (made up of 

double letters and implying never ending lust,) 

pays double.

In the times of Noach when Hashem decided 

to destroy the world, one of the determining 

factors was their rampant theft. The epicentre 

of this sin lies in the haughtiness of the 

individual, placing his interest and lust above 

that of society. 

Money might make the world go around, but 

we shouldn’t make it the focus of our world. 

■ Shabbat Shalom

PARASHA INSIGHTS

I remember when I was very young I received a 
model aeroplane as a birthday present.  I saw 
on the box a picture of a shiny model aeroplane 
bedecked with glossy stickers, even a tiny 
sized pilot in the seat - a perfect miniature 
model that would be the joy of any seven-year 
old’s collection.  Enthused and excited, I tore 
off the wrapping, and armed with liquid glue I 
began to build.  In my haste, the instructions 
were thrown away –after all, when you are an 
artist instruction are not needed!  Half an hour 
later, I had assembled my model ‘plane’.  It 
wasn’t really a plane but rather some wings 
jutting out at awkward angles out of a ball of 
glue, with the pilot holding on for dear life, 
stuck to the fuselage.   

The downfall of this project resulted from not 
looking at the instructions. Had I perused 
them more closely I am sure the result would 
have been different.

When the Jewish people are about to receive 
the Torah, they respond with the words “We 
will do it and we will listen (understand) it”.  
The Medrash reveals that when they said these 
words, G-d was astounded and impressed.   
He stated:” Who revealed this secret to 
my children?  This is the same way that my 
angels serve me”.  The angels are such perfect 
servants that they serve G-d’s word directly 
and only afterwards do they understand His 
will.

While serving G-d and understanding His Torah 
is undoubtedly great, surely this acceptance is 
somehow akin to my enthusiastic attempts at 
a model aeroplane.  How can one do without 
knowing what to do? Furthermore in our daily 
prayers preceding the Sh’ma we recite: “Place 
in our hearts the understanding, to listen, 
to teach to guard and to perform your Torah 
with love.  In this prayer we ask G-d first for 
understanding, and the only afterwards to 
fufil G-d’s will. This is exact opposite order to 
the words uttered by the Jews at Sinai. Why 
should this be?

It seems there are two levels of accepting 
the Torah.  The first is in a moment of great 
inspiration, where the hand of G-d is clearly 
visible, as when G-d gave the Torah to the 
Jewish people.  At such moments, all that is 

required is the whole-hearted desire to do 
what G-d wants, and when only afterwards to 
study it in greater depth, to understand the 
beauty of what G-d wants.

However, there are other times when we are 
not as inspired. At those times, it is important 
to spark our enthusiasm with learning, and 
through that to come to the status of fulfilling 
what G-d wants from us.

The sages realised that not every day are 
we capable of achieving the levels of the 
Jews at Sinai.  These moments of inspiration 
do arise, but they are few and far between.  
They therefore swapped the order around, to 
learn first, ensuring that our ‘fullfiling’ of the 
Torah is filled with enthusiasm, renewal and 
excitement. 

 ■ Shabbat shalom
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The sixth of Adar is the Hilloula of Rabbi 
Naphtali Amsterdam Zatzal. He was born 
in 5592 (1832) in Salant, and his father 
was Rabbi Shlomo Zatzal. During his youth, 
he was extremely diligent in study, to the 
point that everyone called him “Naphtali the 
matmid.” He was among the great students 
of our teacher Rabbi Israel Salanter Zatzal. 
He took on the role of Rabbi in the cities of 
Helsinki and Novogrod, where he did much 
to elevate the level of Torah observance 
and the fear of Heaven. Next, he returned 
to Kovno where he settled down to study. 
To sustain his family, his wife ran a bakery, 
and to better their income Rabbi Naphtali 
accepted the rabbinate of Yaswerin and 
Elkost. After a certain time, he gave up 
all public responsibility in order to devote 
himself uniquely to the study of Torah. In 
5666 (1906), he went to live in Jerusalem, 
settling down in the Strauss district next to 
his friend Rav Yitzchak Blazer Zatzal. He left 
this world in 5716 (1916).

Rabbi Naphtali spent all his life spreading 
Torah and the fear of Heaven. When it was 
not in an official capacity, he gave Mussar 
courses in his home, in the Beit Hamussar 
of Kovno, and in the Slabodka Yeshiva. He 
attributed great importance to the power of 
speech, encouraging everyone to verbally 
express his thoughts and ideas on Torah 
and the fear of Heaven. One day he said, 
“The power of speech, made in the depths of 
the soul, is such that it has a greater impact 
than deeds.”

When he wanted to emphasize the prime 
importance of speech, Rabbi Naphtali 
relied on the opinions expressed by certain 
researchers concerning the fact that speech 
is lacking in babies. “It is not that they 
cannot speak, since nothing is lacking 

for this, but that they do not yet have the 
necessary intelligence to do so.”

This consists of the intelligence that man 
was endowed with, and which is at the 
root of speech. This is its very essence, the 
instrument that allows man to actualize 
his thoughts by means of words. When the 
source of speech is intelligence, everything 
can be found therein, given that it is used 
judiciously.

Rabbi Naphtali gave an example to explain 
the importance of actualizing what we have 
in mind. When we ask ourselves what is 
preferable, the bread that we eat or the gold 
we accumulate, everyone will agree that gold 
is worth more than bread, because it allows 
a person to purchase everything that he 
needs, including bread.

Yet when someone is lost in the desert, if 
he possesses a certain amount of gold but 
nothing to eat, he will die. However if he had 
bread he would survive. That which is more 
important is therefore not the potential, but 
that which is tangibly present. Therein lay the 
interest to capitalize on man’s intellectual 
strength. That is, furthermore, the role of 
man, said Rabbi Naphtali: “The entire goal of 
Creation was to make man descend into the 
world of action to perform concrete mitzvot, 
for example in taking the skin of an animal 
to make Tefillin, or taking linen and wool to 
make Tzitzit.”

The same idea applies to the words of Torah 
and the fear of Heaven. Rabbi Naphtali 
Amsterdam Zatzal ends by saying that even 
though we can also accomplish the study 
of Torah by simple reflection, “the one who 
wants the Torah’s fruit to be born in him, not 
to be forgotten or removed, should practice 
it verbally.”  ■
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HALACHOT

IF TWO BROTHERS DIED AS A RESULT OF BERIT MILA

The Shulhan Aruch (Yoreh De’a 263; listen to audio recording for precise 
citation) addresses the tragic situation of a couple whose baby boy died 
as a result of being circumcised, and then had a second baby boy who 
also died after circumcision. After two boys in a family die as a result 
of Berit Mila, the Shulhan Aruch writes, it can be assumed that infants 
in this family are too fragile to survive a Berit Mila. Therefore, boys born 
subsequently are not circumcised, given the potential risk to their lives. 
They are circumcised only after they grow older and can be presumed 
physically capable of recovering from the procedure. Although generally 
a “Hazaka” (halachically recognized pattern) is established only after 
three occurrences of the same phenomenon, in this instance, when a 
risk to human is at stake, two deaths suffice to establish a “Hazaka” of 
the family’s inability to survive circumcision in infancy. 

The Shulhan Aruch adds that this applies even if the two brothers who 
died as a result of circumcision shared only the same mother but not 
the same father, or the same father, but not the same mother. Meaning, 
if a man had two babies from two different wives, and they both died 
as a result of a Berit, or if a woman had two babies from two different 
husbands, and both died as a result of a Berit, the future sons of that 
man or of that woman are not circumcised during infancy. 

Moreover, the Shulhan Aruch writes (based on the Rosh) that if two 
sisters both had babies who died as a result of Berit Mila, then the future 
sons of all the sisters are not circumcised during infancy. 

Rav Yosef Shaul Nathanson (1808-1875), in his Sho’el U’meshib 
(Mahadura Kama, 1:238), writes that this law applies even to twin 
brothers who died as a result of circumcision. Although one might 
assume that they died as a result of special frailty due to the fact that 
they were born together, Rav Nathanson rules that their deaths establish 
a pattern that requires postponing the circumcision of future children 
born to their parents. 

Finally, the Shebut Yaakob (Rav Yaakov Reischer, 1661-1733) writes 
that if a couple had two sons who died as a result of Berit Mila, and later 
they divorced and both remarried, their sons born with their new spouses 
are not circumcised during infancy. Since each one had produced two 
boys who died as a result of a Berit, each spouse’s subsequent children 
are not circumcised until they grow older. 

It must be clarified that when a circumcision is postponed due to the 
deaths of two older brothers after undergoing Berit Mila, the child is 
circumcised when he grows older only if it is medically ascertained 
that the condition affects only infants. If the problem is found to be 
hemophilia or some other disorder, which poses as much danger in 
older ages as in younger ages, then the child is not circumcised at all, 
even when he grows older. As always, the Torah’s concern for human life 
outweighs all other considerations, and thus even the vitally important 
Misva of Berit Mila is suspended when there is even a small concern for 
the child’s safety. 

Summary: If a mother or father had two boys who died as a result of Berit 
Mila – even with two different spouses – then the parent’s subsequent 
children are not circumcised until they grow older. This includes 
subsequent children produced with a different spouse. This law applies 
even if the two brothers who died were twins. If it is suspected that 
the condition is hemophilia or some other medical problem that is not 
resolved when a child grows older, then the child is never circumcised, 
due to the risk involved. ■
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Kids Time TEST YOURSELF - Q&A
➊ In what context is a mezuza mentioned in this week’s Parsha? 

➋ What special mitzvah does the Torah give to the master of a 
Hebrew maidservant? 

➌ What is the penalty for wounding one’s father or mother? 

➍ “A” intentionally hits “B.” As a result, B is close to death. Besides 
any monetary payments, what happens to A? 

➎ What is the penalty for someone who tries to murder a particular 
person, but accidentally kills another person instead? Give two 
opinions. 

➊ 21:6 - If a Hebrew slave desires to remain enslaved his owner 
brings him “to the door post mezuza” to pierce his ear. ➋ 21:8,9 - To 

marry her.  ➌ 21:15 - Death by strangulation.  ➍ 21:19 - He is put in jail until “B” 
recovers or dies.  ➎ 21:23 - A) The murderer deserves the death penalty. B) The 
murderer is exempt from death but must compensate the heirs of his victim.

Answer

TAL’S INTERNATIONAL WEEKEND

I had a great time at TAL’s International weekend last week seeing friends from abroad and 

making new friends who are from near and far. There was a buzzing atmosphere in a central 

location which was a lovely place to spend Shabbat for a change.
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